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2542965. ISIDORE STANISLAS HELMAN
(FRENCH, 1743-CIRCA 1806). TWENTY

Find your favourite item... Active SEARCH ▼

TWO ENGRAVINGS.

4 days

ESTIMATE

47 EUR



TWO CHINESE
PORCELAIN BLUE AND
WHITE SOUP …5 days

ESTIMATE

35 EUR



Chinese Qianlong jar in
blue and white por…
3 days

ESTIMATE

600 EUR



D. HAYES. A PAIR OF MID-
19TH CENTURY HAND …
8 days

ESTIMATE

81 EUR
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 Highlighted by our experts

Description

Condition

with some marks, foxing, staining and creasing.

Resale right

No

Highest bid:

8 096 EUR
Estimate:
11 566 EUR

Ends in:

Closed
28 Nov 2022 at
20:34 KST


Got something similar
to sell?  
Have your item
valued free of charge.

Bid history

The reserve price has not been met.

4 27 Nov, 05:37 8 096 EUR

2 27 Nov, 05:02 5 667 EUR

4 26 Nov, 09:08 5 436 EUR

Show all 9 bids



Payment options for this item

Delivery: From 213 EUR

House Rushbrooks
Auctioneers

Location Winchester,
United Kingdom

Placement SR

ENGRAVINGS, QIANLONG, EMPEROR OF
CHINA, 1783-1788.

titled and numbered I to XX, of twenty-four, black and
white engravings recording the battles, victories and
ceremonies of the Chinese Emperor Qianlong, printed
on double pages, in two sizes, those printed between
1783-1785, 40cm x 54.5cm, four printed between
1786-1788 are larger, 40cm x 55.5cm, and often
undated (20)  
***Helman (a pupil of J. P. le Bas who worked on the
original plates) published reduced versions between
1783 and 1785, and between 1786-1788 he added
eight further plates depicting imperial ceremonies  
***From An English Private Collection.
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